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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: April 5, 2020
First online meeting since COVID-19 State of Emergency

15+ attendees-- started a voice meeting, moved to text-only
 Respect Guidelines
 Introductions: Names, pronouns
 something positive you can see about / in context of the “shelter-in-place” changes 
 No scheduled topic for today

 May use Jitsi for future virtual voice meetups due to privacy concerns

 What kind of meetups or online support etc. were people interested in or looking to 
have? 

1. Ex. adding text channels for other topics
2. Suggestions: RPG or virtual board games
3. Volunteer knowledge-sharing or skill-sharing

• Basic info on using Discord 
4. Usual meetup structure of having real-time voice sessions as if they were at 

the 519 but now more accessible online
• Could be weekly since we don't have to book room Basic info on using 

discord

 looking for people to help organise online meetups 

 Different accessibility needs: text or voice or both

o Moved to text-only chat for accessibility

What else would people like to talk about today? 
 Dating and sexual abuse while ace
 Missing touch (hugs and cuddles) 
 How everyone's doing with the virus situation ,any tips

How everyone's doing
 Lack of exercise options with pools, etc. closed and other physical limitations

o impact on mood
 Playing online games using screenshare, some games have been made free
 Finding online videos on chair yoga and tai chi, dancing 
 Going for walks or runs 
 Having less time since there are so many options of things to do
 Grocery delivery wait time is two weeks! 
 Not being able to see romantic and non-romantic partners
 Job searching - more people searching for fewer jobs - more competition 

o But don't have to wear pants for online meetings or go to on-site interviews 
o Hoping that work from home and online accessibility will continue when the 

shelter-in-place is lifted 
 Discussion about libraries moving away from in-person events and to online when this is 

over and remaining primarily online
o Not accessible to everyone, many people don't have internet 

 Discussion about how long and whether the virus will come back after the lockdowns are
lifted
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o Whether masks are effective - and wearing masks hides some facial expressions
when using ASL 

o Cloth masks are mostly for an infected person (even asymptomatic) to avoid 
infecting others

o Must dispose of (or wash, if cloth) masks after one use and take them off 
properly, avoid touching your face when out

 Mask and ventilator shortages leading to eugenics protocols deciding who gets allocated
the resources 

o Petition / open letter against these protocols: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdrK4DFJAe4DWAlpGJc_RXa65N3
X12lygGWvqy_xIvLXXKJEw/viewform 

 Other tips: get into hobbies, focus on self care or catch up on sleep, stay social online, 
have new stimuli like new foods or going for walks in new places, connecting to 
spirituality 

 Discussion about looking however you want while at home, being unable to create hair 
styles or dye colours on your own 

 There's more checking in but it's the same superficial conversation over and over and it's
hard to move past it 

Dating 
 Mentioned OKCupid (has an option for asexuality), Hinge, asexualcupid
 Discussion about dating non-asexual people who say they were okay with their partner 

being asexual but then turning out not to be 

Scheduling next meetups 
 mix of voice meeting and text-only meetings (to accommodate different accessibility 

needs and communication styles)
 Weekends seem to be the preferred time (of people who were able to attend on a 

weekend)
 Added new channels to the discord: #covid-19-discussions and #memes-and-pet-pics-

etc
 An upcoming discussion will be about dating (and presumably other forms of intimate 

relationships) 
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